Reproducibility of quantitative CT brain perfusion measurements in patients with symptomatic unilateral carotid artery stenosis.
To establish intraobserver and interobserver variability for regional measurement of CT brain perfusion (CTP) and to determine whether reproducibility can be improved by calculating perfusion ratios. CTP images were acquired in 20 patients with unilateral symptomatic carotid artery stenosis (CAS). We manually drew regions of interest (ROIs) in the cortical flow territories of the anterior (ACA), middle (MCA), and posterior (PCA) cerebral arteries and the basal ganglia in each hemisphere; recorded cerebral blood volume (CBV), cerebral blood flow (CBF), and mean transit time (MTT); and calculated ratios of perfusion values between symptomatic and asymptomatic hemisphere. We assessed intraobserver and interobserver variability by performing a Bland-Altman analysis of the relative differences between 2 observations and calculated SDs of relative differences (SDD(rel)) as a measure of reproducibility. We used an F test to assess significance of differences between SDD(rel) of absolute CTP values and CTP ratios, and the Levine test to compare the 4 perfusion territories. MTT was the most reproducible parameter (SDD(rel) <or= 10%). Intraobserver and interobserver variability were higher for absolute CTP values compared with CTP ratios for CBV (16%-17% versus 11%-16%) and CBF (18% versus 10%-13%) but not for MTT (5%-9%). Reproducibility was best in the MCA territory: SDD(rel) was <or=11% for perfusion ratios of all 3 parameters. MTT is the most reproducible CTP parameter in patients with unilateral symptomatic CAS. Measurement variability in CBV and CBF can be improved if CTP ratios instead of CTP values are used. The MCA territory shows the least measurement variability.